COVID-19: How to Care for Pets and Other Animals

**PCba**

- **PCba**: 
  - $P^u\lambda^2 <d^H^\lambda^2$, $b^9\lambda^C$ $dC^\lambda$ $\Delta\lambda L b^\sigma L^\lambda - PCba^2$ 
  - $P^u\lambda^2 <d^H^\lambda^2$, $b^9\lambda^C$ $dC^\lambda$ $\Delta\lambda L b^\sigma L^\lambda - PCba^2$

**bL PCba**

- **bL PCba**: 
  - $bL PCba^2$ $\Delta\lambda L b^\sigma L^\lambda - bL PCba^2$

**bL dCPy**

- **bL dCPy**: 
  - $bL dCPy^2$ $\Delta\lambda L b^\sigma L^\lambda - bL dCPy^2$
COVID 19

- The Ontario Government recommends frequent handwashing with soap and water or using an alcohol-based hand sanitizer.

- It is important to practice physical distancing and wear masks when in public settings.

- Stay informed about the latest updates from Ontario.ca/coronavirus.
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